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Ericsson to provide UK 4G/LTE  
network for O2 
 Ericsson is providing the LTE-compatible core network and deploying RBS 6000 multi-

standard radio base stations for 50 percent of O2’s radio access network in the UK 

 The new network will meet users’ growing demands for connectivity and mobile 
broadband services 

 Agreement strengthens Ericsson’s relationship as a principle telecom infrastructure 
supplier for O2  

O2 – a Telefónica brand serving 23 million mobile subscribers in the UK – has selected 
Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC) to provide an Evolved Packet Core (EPC) – the core network of 
the LTE system – for 100 percent of O2’s network. In addition, Ericsson will transform 50 
percent of its nationwide network by supplying and deploying the latest RBS 6000 multi-
standard radio base stations. The end result will be a nationwide multi-standard network that 
supports 2G/3G/4G, giving O2 the ability to manage with data traffic growth and expand its 
mobile coverage. 

Ericsson will become O2’s sole supplier of EPC in the UK and deployment has commenced.  
This includes Evolved Packet Gateway on the SSR 8000 Smart Services Router family and 
SGSN-MME on the Ericsson Blade System. 

Andrew Conway, Head of Mobile Access at O2, says: “This network transformation will put 
us in a great position for a seamless launch of 4G services this year. The outcome of the 
recent spectrum auction allows us to ensure the widest and deepest possible reach for new 
services and will see O2’s 4G network provide indoor coverage to 98% of the UK 
population.”    

Anders Runevad, President of Region Western & Central Europe at Ericsson, says: “We’ve 
been a 3G provider for O2 since 2010 and we’re pleased that they’ve now also selected us to 
provide the latest technology for 2G services, as well as 4G capability.” 

The growing popularity of smartphones and other mobile devices has dramatically increased 
usage of mobile broadband, placing higher demands on operators’ networks. Ericsson’s RBS 
6000 family of radio base stations is a state-of-the-art solution that supports the cost-effective 
deployment of new, high-speed mobile broadband services while minimizing environmental 
impact. 

Ericsson has now signed 130 LTE/EPC contracts in 51 countries on six continents. This 
agreement, which also includes customer support services, strengthens Ericsson’s position 
as primary telecom infrastructure supplier for O2 and as a 4G/LTE vendor in the UK. 

NOTES TO EDITORS 

LTE Media Kit: www.ericsson.com/thecompany/press/mediakits/lte  

http://www.ericsson.com/thecompany/press/mediakits/lte
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During Mobile World Congress 2013 in Barcelona, Ericsson showcases its combined 
technology and services leadership for the Information and Communications Technology 
industry. Our solutions deliver superior network performance in the field, enable complete 
customer experience management, simplify and automate operations workflows thereby 
leading to operational excellence. We show how the Networked Society comes to life - what 
it will mean for the industry and how it will enable our customers to capture growth 
opportunities. 

Download high-resolution photos and broadcast-quality video at www.ericsson.com/press  

Ericsson is the world's leading provider of communications technology and services. We are 
enabling the Networked Society with efficient real-time solutions that allow us all to study, 
work and live our lives more freely, in sustainable societies around the world. 

Our offering comprises services, software and infrastructure within Information and 
Communications Technology for telecom operators and other industries. Today more than 40 
percent of the world's mobile traffic goes through Ericsson networks and we support 
customers’ networks servicing more than 2.5 billion subscribers.  

We operate in 180 countries and employ more than 100,000 people. Founded in 1876, 
Ericsson is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden. In 2011 the company’s net sales were 
SEK 226.9 billion (USD 35.0 billion). Ericsson is listed on NASDAQ OMX, Stockholm and 
NASDAQ, New York stock exchanges. 

www.ericsson.com   
www.twitter.com/ericssonpress 
www.facebook.com/ericsson  
www.youtube.com/ericssonpress  
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